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SPECIAL MESSAGE OF THE GLORIFIED CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN CENTER
OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN DE JESÚS, FOR THE 94TH MARATHON OF DIVINE MERCY

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

I know that sometimes you feel tired of your own purification, but I am here, come to My Arms.

I know that sometimes you do not know how to move forward and you cannot find meaning in all
that you do. I am here, come to My Arms.

I know that sometimes you do not understand what happens or how the universe proposes some
lessons and tests, but, you should know that I am here, come to My Arms, because everything
makes sense to God, although you may not deeply know it. For this reason, I am here, so that you
may come toward Me and be in My Arms. because I will only give you the strength and courage in
order for you to learn to overcome these moments and these times.

I am here, at the doors of the month of August, in which the Spiritual Hierarchy will deliver to the
world new impulses of Light that will permeate from your spirits towards your whole being. And
these impulses that will come are those that will make you postulate yourselves to this path of
apostleship that I come to offer to you at this moment, for this final moment.

This is why I come today to celebrate, with the consequent, these eight years of a path of prayer, of
effort, of perseverance, of songs, of devotion, of praise and of honor to My Sacred Heart.

Today, I can say, companions, that beyond what happens today in the world, My Heart feels hope
again for those who have been by My side, up to this moment, fulfilling My invitation, responding
to My Requests, making known in the world the unfathomable power of My Mercy.

It is in this way that many souls, that you do not know today in the world, through these years of
merciful prayer, through the participation of these souls in the meetings of prayer, those souls have
been marked and anointed by My Spirit. This means a lot for Me, for the opportunity that these
souls will have, of being able to remake their lives in the future, and especially to remake their
spiritual path, the path that will lead them to God.

This is why, in this month, at the beginning of these sacred events of the Sacred Hearts, your Master
and Lord announces Himself to the world to bring it the time of hope and healing that humanity
needs, and to also tell you  that all those who live the Commandments will follow the universal
Laws, and, by following the universal Laws, they will feel in their hearts an indescribable joy,
despite the times of darkness, because upon you will descend the Holy Spirit and, with all Its Gifts,
It will make you find the Promised Land, the Kingdom of God that lives within each one of you.

Thus, companions, you will fulfill My Promises before the Celestial Father, because you have been
transformed by My Mercy throughout these years and, with your adherence and devotion, you have
opened the doors at many moments for very painful and unknown situations to be solved, just as it
was with the Indigenous Consciousness of Canada, which, for more than one hundred years,
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suffered the inquisition of My mistaken Church.

But I come today to raise these hearts and all the hearts throughout the world so that they may
always keep in mind My Message, and not all those who follow Me, because those who follow Me
could always be mistaken, this is human because it is weak. But in My Message and in My Word
you will find the power of renewal and, by finding this power of renewal, you will find the Healing,
Redemption and Mercy that all of you still need in order to attain the Kingdom of God.

With this impulse, I come to prepare your hearts for the new cycle, which will explicitly begin after
August 8, when My Mother, who is your Mother, will open even more the doors to the definitive
call in this Plan of the rescue of humanity and of the Kingdoms of Nature and, in consequence, of
the salvation of the whole planet.

Therefore, what we have built together, up to this moment, has been the three important columns of
the Work of Redemption: the column of Mercy, the column of Grace and the column of
Forgiveness. These three columns unite through a great circle of Light, which  is the column of
Redemption, which is what souls need today in order to remake their lives in this world that is
contaminated by war, by technology, by the ideals and the grave tendencies that move souls away
from the Love of God.

This Grace that I have brought to the world, since eight years ago, has been possible through the
principle basis that was built for this spiritual task which is the basis of the Light-Communities
which I invite all those who listen to know, so that they may enter the Islands of Salvation and may
come to know the path that will rebuild your lives from these difficult times. But, first, you must
keep loving My Project of Redemption, to someday be able to know the Project of Salvation
through the evolutionary life of the Light-Communities.

Because the Light-Communities were the main pillars for the Work of expansion of Mercy to other
nations of the world, to make it possible to include many more souls that in this life were waiting
for redemption.

This is what I place today at the Feet of the Celestial Father: the efforts, the true surrenders, the
devotion of hearts, the service of the selfless and innocent, the souls that strive to live humility,
chastity and the unconditional spirit of an ever-deeper surrender for the concretion of the Plan of
God through My Sacred heart.

Therefore, I encourage you and I invite you, companions, for this Marathon to be a moment of
celebration, to be a moment for giving an impulse to all souls that participate in this prayerful
meeting to renew their vows with the attribute of hope so that this Earth may be healed in all that is
possible and allowed. Thus, you will understand, companions, that I will not do My Work in this
place and in the whole world by Myself, I need your hearts and your lives, I need your ‘yes' to carry
out what is not yet materialized, what must still descend from the Spiritual Universe to heal this
wounded Earth and create the bases of a New Humanity.

In these last 8 years, in which I have been appearing to you and delivering My Message to the
whole world, I have seen that some of Mine have decided to enter the school of the degrees of love,
and, even more, some have decided to enter the degrees of the school of compassion.

I invite you to move ahead in this school, I invite you, for your souls not to forget this school,
because the Love of God will not only make you strong and invincible, the Love of God will make
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you ever more conscious of the reality and of the necessity, to the point that you, by yourselves, will
be able to perceive, in everything, what you must help and assist.

Children of My Father, the end of times is already taking place, and, with Me, and in union with
Me, you must keep the doors open to this universe of Mercy, where souls can be purified, washed,
bathed and may receive an opportunity, as each one of you has received, on this path of the
encounter with Me toward Mercy.

Because when your hearts are ready to live what I need, as many hearts are preparing for this, I will
open  My Heart even more and I will show you My most unknown and deepest feelings, which I
will invite you to feel in order for you to learn how to transmute and liberate this world; feelings of
My Heart that cannot be seen by the physical eyes, but rather by the eyes of the heart, of a sensitive
heart, open to the unknown.

I come here so that you may feel under My Spirit, because I know that it is difficult for many
companions to cross this planetary moment, to live this world situation, to be a part of this human
consciousness that day by day steps back due to the lack of love and compassion. But you, who
many times have submerged in the ocean of My Mercy, can already know, but can also feel, what
this means, and you can place yourselves at the service of all that is necessary to carry out, without
fearing to surrender, until it hurts, because you will feel it even in your bones; at this moment, you
will come to know charity, and your souls will be in joy, they will be in glory, in adoration, because
they will be fulfilling a small part of the Plan of the Lord. If everyone did the same in this world,
there would no longer exist a pandemic, there would no longer exist suffering, because all this
would be replaced by the fraternity and the solidarity of the cooperation that emerges from the souls
that, at this time, are here to serve.

In the name of the Source of Creation, at the doors of this month of August,  I want to bless you, so
that this blessing may impel you even more towards the transformation and elevation of
consciousness, for all the consciousnesses that do not elevate themselves and do not love, especially
for the consciousness that make wars, humanitarian crises, inequalities, social conflicts, even the
diseases that the world is today experiencing.

Although it may seem impossible, difficult or impenetrable, I invite you to imitate what I did in the
sorrowful Passion, so that the merits of your efforts and surrenders, in this month of August, may
serve as a justification of all the errors committed so that the chaos in the world may be soothed and
the most lost souls may be reborn in love and forgiveness. This is My great aspiration in this month
of August, and you will begin to accomplish it first among yourselves, with all those who surround
you, with your families, with your dear ones and friends. thus you will come to know how much it
is necessary to live the school of the degrees of love, in the conscious effort to attain it.

Therefore, I have come to bless you especially, not only you, but also the world, so that the spirit of
collaboration may awaken in the hearts of all humanity, especially in the non-believers, so that
someday the sacred spirit of brotherhood may awaken.

When this happens, Heaven will have descended to Earth and the Earth will have ascended to the
Heavens, in perfect unity, and that is when I will return to bring Peace to the world.

At this moment, I hear the offerings of your souls. Although imperfect, let it be a true offering, let it
be the offering that is born from the voice of the heart so that all may be redeemed and healed.
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For this first event of the month of August, the Marathon of Divine Mercy, I leave to you what My
Heart has that is most precious, what in brotherhood I once shared with you: the Eucharist, the
Blood and the Body of Christ, which will always lead you to find the truth within you and
redemption, because I did so for you, and I would keep doing so, many times more.

Remember that within the Sacraments lie the lifeline, the path that will lead you to peace and to the
divine union with the Most Holy Trinity.

In this month of August, in which we have been so many years alongside each one of you, by means
of Our Presence, of Our Sacred Hearts, of Our Words, we come to demonstrate to you that We are
here to help this wounded, suffering and agonizing world.

Therefore, I invite you to be a definitive part of My Heart, I invite you to be a part of the Rays of
My Heart to illuminate this world by means of works of charity and peace.

At the request of the Eternal Father, I bless you in this new cycle, when the doors of humanitarian
service and prayer will open more, until it can reach the whole world, until all hearts possible may
hear My Voice, may hear My Message.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

 

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:

 

We will close this moment, making an offering to the Sacred Heart of Jesus by means of a song that
impels us to live this path of apostleship so that the Light of Christ may descend to the world and
His aspirations may be concretized through the ‘yes' of each heart.

  


